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Metro Wire and Cable, Corp. Celebrates 45 Years of Electrical Distribution  

 
For forty-five years, Metro Wire and Cable has provided its customers with exceptional service, quality 
products, and cost saving alternatives.  Today, Metro has grown from its humble beginnings in 1976, to 
now being one of the Nation’s largest, multichannel, electrical distributors; focusing on electrical and 
electronic wire/cable and electrical components.   
 
Owner, President and CEO, Devin H. Ezop proudly states “The caliber and loyalty of our customers, 

employees and vendors has allowed us to achieve this anniversary milestone and for that, we are all 
forever grateful.  The growth our company has experienced over the decades is a testament to the 
passion and hard work of many and enjoying what we do, day-in and day-out.” 
 
Metro Wire will be celebrating this achievement over the course of the next year with its customers, 

vendors, employees and community partners.   

 
With locations in Michigan, Georgia, and Iowa, MWC specializes in working alongside public utilities, 
electrical contractors, wind-farm developers, commercial and industrial HVAC industries, traffic signal 
and airport lighting contractors, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) and the security industry.  
Metro Wire & Cable provides value added handling, warehousing, supply chain, and delivery services of 
wire/cable and electrical components.   
 

# # # 
 
About Metro Wire & Cable 
 
Metro Wire & Cable, one of the Nation's top largest electrical distributors, provides warehousing, supply 
chain, and delivery services of wire and cable products for a broad spectrum of markets.  These markets 
include public utilities, electrical contractors, wind farm developers, commercial and industrial HVAC 

industries, traffic signal and airport lighting contractors, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) and 
the security industry.  Metro Wire, founded in Detroit, Michigan in 1976, established its Southeast 
Regional Distribution Center in Atlanta, Georgia in 1981, and it’s Midwest Regional Distribution Center in 
Iowa City, Iowa in 2008.  The company, now headquartered in Sterling Heights, Michigan, maintains 
extensive inventories tailored specifically to customer requirements at each location.   
 

Locations 
 
Metro Wire and Cable - MI 
6636 Metropolitan Parkway 
Sterling Heights, Michigan 48312-1030 
 
Metro Wire and Cable - GA 

2105 Newpoint Place – Ste. 400 
Lawrenceville, Georgia 30043-5594 

 
Metro Wire and Cable – IA   
2802 Independence Road 
Iowa City, Iowa 52240-8171 
 

Contact 
 
Nate Tallman; Vice President – 1-586-264-3050 or ntallman@metrowire.net  

mailto:ntallman@metrowire.net

